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"The Burren is an ancient kingdom of
limestone sculptures carved slowly by
rain, wind and time. It is an ancient

conversation between the land and the
sea."

 
-  John O'Donohue 

 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor,

  
Words cannot describe how excited I am to share the secrets and enchantments of the
Burren with you all - and June is just the perfect month to do so. 

The delicate yet enduring karst landscape stretches through the south of Country
Clare, just edging into the tip of Galway, bringing with it a gorgeous mysticism that
just cannot be experienced anywhere else on earth. It is simultaneously peaceful and
vibrant - haunting in its beauty and alive in its solitude. It’s a truly magnificent sight
at any time of year, but the budding months of summer seem to breathe a special kind
of life into the ancient stories held between the cracks of the limestone.

 

Perhaps it’s the gentle perfume
that lingers in the air, carrying
the scents of over 70% of Ireland’s
species of flowers as they sprout
from rocky yet fertile grounds; or
the rays of the sun as they dance
across the ancient stonework that
marks the land; or maybe it’s the
fascinating assortment of small
fluffy mammals that scamper
past you as you walk – so unused
to the strange footsteps of
humans. 

I can’t quite pinpoint what made me fall in love with the Burren – but whatever it was,
it has clung tightly to my heart throughout the years. 

I love the deserted loneliness of the land, bordered with the crashing waves of the
Atlantic Ocean and the stunning horizon stretching before me. It’s as fascinating as it
is beautiful, with a plethora of natural caves to discover, and countless stone
structures that lead you through the many different lives of the ground beneath your
feet.



A Message From Mary

 
A school trip to the Burren was an absolute must growing-up, and the exceptional
existence of such a place was enough for us to be instantly drawn into the world of
geography – not an easy feat with a bus-full of Dublin teenagers! 

I do so hope that many of you get a chance to experience the wonders of the Burren
for yourself one day, but in the meantime, I’ve done my very best to bring this awe-
inspiring karst paradise to your doorstep. Each of your items have been inspired by
the wild and contrasting splendour of this unique pocket of Ireland, and I hope
together they impress upon you a fraction of the feeling you will get when you step
out onto that serenely rocky surface for the very first time. 

Ó Mary le grá,

   



Recipe of The Month

 

Niall's Burren Goats Cheese Frittata

A visit to The Burren presents a unique adventure for all of the senses, from listening
out for the call of wild birds, to the feel of the smooth limestone as it slips
underneath your fingertips, the heavy perfume of the florae that surrounds you and,
naturally, the magnificent views that stretch across this beautifully secluded
landscape. 
Of course, we mustn’t neglect our taste buds in all of this, as The Burren is an
absolute haven for foodies – so much so that the award-winning Burren Food Trail
was devised in 2013, guiding visitors to more than 20 establishments with sumptuous
offerings. 

There’s actually a delightful cookbook by Trevis Gleeson, Burren Dinners, that
compiles a selection of recipes from each of the destinations on the trail; so you can
indulge in a little taste of the Burren from your very own home. 

This particular recipe, which happens to feature on the front cover, hails from
Seaview House which is a simply stunning Bed and Breakfast overlooking both the
Aille River and the Atlantic Ocean.

The owners, Niall and Darra Hughes, profess that this simple but delicious frittata
can be served up at any time of day – add coffee for a luxurious brunch, or a glass of
red wine for mouthwateringly rustic dinner! 

 



Butter and oil
6 tbsp soft goat cheese, crumbled
12 cherry tomatoes diced
18 mushrooms, diced
12 large eggs, free-range if possible
2 tbsp tarragon (or any herb you like), torn
3 large red onions, peeled and thinly sliced
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

Niall's Burren Goats Cheese Frittata
Serves 6
Ingredients 
 

 
 

 

 

Method
 
1.First of all - caramelise those onions! Add oil to a large, heavy-bottomed sauté pan over low
heat

2. Once warm, add the onions and a good pinch of salt and stir to coat

3. Cook very slowly for 15-25 minutes, stirring occasionally to prevent sticking. If onions do begin
to stick, add little water, scrape well, and keep stirring until onions are sticky and caramelised, a
further 5-10 minutes

4. Remove from heat and either use straight away, or place single tablespoon-sized scoops of
onion into a bun tray (cupcake tin), cover in clingfilm, and freeze. Once frozen, you can remove
from bun tray and place in a zip lock bag and store in the freezer until needed

5. Put a 12 inch non stick skillet over medium-high heat, add a knob of butter and 1tsp oil. If you
don't have a pan this back you can always divide the ingedients up into smaller servings! 

6. Once the butter is melted add 6 tbsp caramelized onion, the tomatoes and the mushrooms,
and sauté until the mushrooms are soft

7. Whisk the eggs, milk and  tarragon (or chosen herb),  season with a bit of salt and pepper, then
add to the skillet and stir. Reduce the heat to medium

8.Once the egg mixture begins to set, crumble the crumbled goat cheese across your frittata
before placing the skillet under a hot grill until it has puffed up and is golden on top

9. Pierce the top of the frittata to ensure it is cooked through. If not another minute under the
grill should finish it off

Recipe of The Month



Poem of The Month 

John O’Donohue was born and raised in County Clare, with the whimsical beauty of
the Burren forming the earliest memories of his childhood. He was ordained as a
Catholic priest in 1979 and moved to Germany where he continued his studies in
philosophical theology, earning his PHD from the University of Tübingen. He
returned to Ireland to fulfil his vocation at the beginning of the nineties and
combined his passion for literature and spirituality in his first published work –
‘Anam Cara: A Book of Celtic Wisdom’.

Although he later left the priesthood and pursued his career as a writer, his deep
religious devotion has always expressed itself through the fervent language of his
poetry. He was a significant force in environmental activism, and an instrumental
member of the Burren Action Group - who successfully opposed government
development plans that would compromise the sacred serenity of the area. 

I picked ‘A Prayer for The Burren’ as this month’s poem because not only does it
highlight the exquisite loneliness of this expanse of land, but also because the
spiritual connotations invoke that feeling that, although isolated, you are part of
something more. Whether you are religious or not, you cannot fail to feel the same
way when you experience the solitude of the Burren for the first time; a feeling that
in just being there, you are connected to Ireland in a new and uniquely special way. 

 



Poem of The Month 

A Burren Prayer 
 

Oremus,
 Maria de Petra Fertilis:

May the praise of rain on stone
 Recall the child lost in the heart’s catacomb.
May the light that turns the limestone white

 Remind us that our solitude is bright.
May the arrival of gentians in their blue surprise

 Bring glimpses of delight to our eyes.
May the wells that dream in the stone

 Soothe the eternal that sleeps in our bone.
May the contemplative mind of the mountain

 Assure us that nothing is lost or forgotten.
May the antiphon of ocean on stone
 Guide the waves of loneliness home.

May the spirits who dwell in the ruin of Corcomroe
 Lead our hearts to the one who is beautiful to know.

Go maire na mairbh agus a mbrionglóidí
 I bhfoscadh chaoin dílis na Trinóide.*

 
*May the departed and their dreams ever dwell
 In the kind and faithful shelter of the Trinity.

 
John O'Donohue 1956 - 2008 

 



Seanfhocail

The vast and rocky beauty of The Burren has inspired generations of Irish artists and writers,
and I’m sure a proverb or two have been coined amongst County Clare’s breath-taking
clusters of limestone. 

Of course, part of the point of Ireland’s Seanfhocail, is that it has travelled so far by word of
mouth that nobody can ever be sure of its true origin, but it is now just embedded in our
speech and culture. Rather how the surface of The Burren has undergone so much moulding
and transformation, yet it is just accepted as it is today – as an iconic feature of Ireland’s
landscape that has always been. 

So today the Seanfhocail that I’m going to share with you have all been plucked straight from
nature, and wrapped up in that familiar sheathe of Irish wit and observation. 

"Castar na daoine ar a chéile, ach ní chastar na cnoic (ná na sléibhte)"
The people encounter one another, but the hills never meet (nor the mountains)
Caw-stir nah dee-nee air ah kay-la, ock nee haw-stir nah c-nuck

"Ní chruinníonn cloch reatha caonach"
A rolling stone gathers no moss.
Nee hrin-neen kluck rah-ha kay-nuck

"Luigh leis an uan, agus éirigh leis an éan"
Lie with the lamb, and rise with the bird.
Lee lesh awn oon, og-iss eye-rig lesh awn ayn 

"Go bheadh bláthanna le taobh do chosán agus solas na gréine ag las do lá" 
May flowers always line your path and sunshine light your day. 
Guh veh blaw-hin-ah leh tayv duh huh-sawn og-us su-lis nah gray-nah egg law-s duh law 

"Céard a thagann as an dris ach an sméar" 
What will come from the briar but the berry 
Kayrd ah hog-in aws awn drish ock awn smayr

"Ní beirfidh dorn dúnta greim ar seabhac"
A shut fist will not catch a hawk 
Nee bare-fee doorn doon-ta grime air sh-ow-uck

"Tá an sléibh mustard maith"
The Mountain is a good mustard 
Taw awn shlave mus-turd maw



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Irish is taught to all schoolchildren across
Ireland, from junior infants all the way up
to 6th year - that's 14 years!  So you would
think that most Irish people would be
fluent speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my
school years in Gaelscoileanna (school
taught exclusively through Irish). Now,
after spending all these years only speaking
Irish in school, I have a deep appreciation
and love for the language that I'm unsure I
would've had otherwise. I am grateful to
have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my
knowledge with all of you! 

I've been to the Burren once.  I remember walking along the limestone with
my brothers and sister - it was like nature's playground.  The flowers stick  out
in my mind, all the colours of the rainbow.  I must have taken hundreds of
photos.  It was a lovely holiday, that summer, travelling in Galway and Clare.  I
saw so many beautiful places, but it is the Burren that stands out in my
memory, with its' strange and wonderful beauty.  I will go back again soon.  I
wonder will it feel and look the same.

This month's challenge; Take a walk and name as many flowers as Gaeilge as
you can. 

  

A Little About Me



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Have a pleasant conversation about nature as Gaeilge 

Ar chonaic tú an féiliceán?
Did you see the butterfly?
Air hun-ick too awn fay-lih-kawn

An bhfuil tú in ann na héan a chloisteáil?
Can you hear the birds?
Awn will too in awn nah hayn ah h-lush-tawl? 

An raibh tú riamh sa Bhoirinn?
Have you ever been to the Burren?
Awn r-ow too reev sah vur-inn?

Céard é an bláth is fearr leat?
What is your favourite flower?
Kayrd ay awn blaw iss fyar lat? 

Cá bhfuil Poll na Brón?
Where is Poulnabrone?
Caw will Pull nah brone? 

Féach ar na bláthanna álainn sin!
Look at those beautiful flowers!
Fayk air nah blaw-hin-ah aw-linn shin! 

Ar riamh chuala tú an amhrán ' Lisdoon Varna '
Have you ever heard the song ' Lisdoon Varna ' 
Air reev hoo-la too awn ow-rawn ' Lisdoon Varna '



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make your
own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Tá an bláth ____ = The flower is ____ ( Taw awn blaw ____ ) 
An bláth is fearr liom ná ____ = My favourite flower is ____ ( Awn blaw iss
fyar lum naw ____ ) 

Gorm = Blue ( Gurm )
Dearg = Red ( Jarg )
Buí = Yellow ( Bwee )
Oráiste = Orange ( Ur-awsh-ta) 
Corcra = Purple ( Kur-krah )
Bándearg = Pink ( Bawn-darg )
Glas = Green ( Glaws )
Magairlín = Orchid ( Mag-ur-leen )
Ceadharlach bealtaine = Spring gentian ( Cyow-luck  byal-tin-ah ) 
Rós = Rose ( Rose )
Tiúilip = Tulip ( Choo-lip )
Lus an chromchinn = Daffodil ( Lus awn hrum-keen )
Lus na gréine = Sunflower ( Lus nah gray-nah ) 
Carraig = Rock ( Cahr-ig )
Cloch = Stone ( Kluck )
Méaróg = Pebble ( Mayr-owg )
Éan = Bird ( Ayn )
Féiliceán = Butterfly ( Fay-lih-kawn )



Seanscéal: An Old Story

The Burren gets its name from the Irish “Boireann” – which roughly translates as
“great rock”, but anyone who has ever had the pleasure of visiting this beautiful
stretch of land  across counties Clare and Galway will know that it’s oh so much
more than that. 
 
Today the Burren is famed as 560 square kilometres of rich flora and fauna, and
can hardly be imagined without the imposing indications of human achievements
which rise from its horizon – however, it wasn’t always so. 
 
The Burren as we know it today has been shaped by an array of forces and
conditions over hundreds of millions of years and its story actually has tropical
beginnings, with the rocks that we stand on today beginning their life in waters
not too far from the equator. 
 
The limestone which is so typical of the area was actually largely composed of
marine fossils and molluscs, such as coral and crinoids, which had become fused
together overtime – tossing and mixing in tiny particles amongst the waves before
settling into the rocks that we know today. The period in which this early stage of
the Burren occurred was known as the Carboniferious period – due to the vast
amount of coal that was formed during this time – and it is estimated to have
taken place more than 300 million years ago. 
 
 
 
 
 

The History of The Burren 

While the process of creating
limestone would have taken
around 20 million years, the darker
rocks which lie to the South West
of the Burren – perhaps
appreciated in their fullest glory
upon the Cliffs of Moher – had a
far shorter upbringing. These
siltstones, shale and sandstones
washed into the sea, where it
eventually lay in thick layers over
the limestone which had been
quietly forming through the ages.



Seanscéal: An Old Story

So how did these tropical rocks make their way to the Emerald Isle? Tectonic shifts
over millions of years saw Ireland drift away from its sunny beginnings, until
eventually settling much further north in the rather cooler climate for which it is
known today. However, this journey wasn’t without its perils. Collisions,
earthquakes and volcanoes all played their part in the unique geological formation
of the Burren, and if you look at photos from above you can even see folds cracks
and fissures caused by the powerful forces that shaped the landscape. 
 
The most recent change to dramatically contribute to the breath-taking aesthetics
of the Burren would be the Ice Age – and when I say recent I of course mean this
relatively, as this period known as the Pleistocene Epoch began around 2.6 million
years ago. Once Ireland thawed off some 2.5 million years later, it likely had a very
different appearance than before – not that anyone would be around to confirm
the changes… 
 
200-metre-thick sheets of ice had covered the landscape, and when it melted it
erratically deposited rocks, mud, and silt places that it had never been before –
giving the Burren a much more diverse décor. It mostly stripped the limestone of
its dark silty cloak, which lay in heaps towards the South West of the area such as
the majestic Cliffs of Moher. Since then, the rain has been steadily dissolving the
limestone, widening gaps between rocks and even eroding the beneath the surface
to form the fascinating caves that are dotted around the landscape. 
 
 



This shaping through ice and water makes the Burren what is known as a
glaciokarst landscape, and a rather significant worldwide example of the elemental
effects on terrain. 
 
Although it’s not just the geology that makes the Burren the captivating corner of
Ireland that it is today – and humans have played their part in its fascinating
history. It is thought that the rocky landscape once sprouted plentiful trees
amongst the limestone, however it would appear that human settlements (perhaps
as far back as 8000 BC) had engaged in deforestation activities to fuel their
lifestyles. 
 
However, the humans didn’t just take from the landscape – and some of the marks
that were left are now a hugely significant part of the Burren’s modern identity.
Evidence of stone walls, structures and tombs dot the terrain, giving a fascinating
insight into the lives of the people that made the Burren their home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of these perhaps the most recognisable is the Poulnabrone Dolmen which is
thought to have been constructed in the Neolithic period, somewhere between
4000 and 3000 BC. The four stones that stand today are the skeleton remains of
what was probably a ritual monument or burial site. Excavations in the eighties
confirmed the theory that the structure was indeed used as a tomb, as over thirty
human remains were uncovered – the majority of which appear to have perished
under the age of thirty. In total the Burren is home to around 70 megalithic
monuments, each of which holds its own hidden history as it quietly stands its
ground in the hauntingly beautiful landscape. 
 

Seanscéal: An Old Story



The vast majority of these tombs take what is known as a “wedge” form, which was
a typical structure of the Bronze Age and were probably constructed between
2500 and 2000 BC. There is also evidence of settlement at this time through the
various Fulachtai fiadh which have been identified around the area, which were
protected mounds of enriched soil that are thought to have been used for heating
water. 

Population of the Burren is likely to have ceased towards the end of the Bronze
age. It is speculated that this is likely due a harsher turn in the climate, manifesting
in colder temperatures and heavier rainfall, which would have resulted in even
more soil being stripped from the limestone and producing a less fertile land to
feed from. 

. 

Seanscéal: An Old Story

However, as we jump into an AD
timeline there were various tribes
and clans that ruled over the area
bringing with them evidence of
medieval cultures and customs.
Ruins of churches from these times
can still be visited across the area –
notably including the Kilfenora
Cathedral, and the Corcomroe Abbey
which was built using the local
limestone and was once known as
“St. Mary of the Fertile Rock" in
reference to the unusual terrain
upon which it stood. Altogether
there are around 500 monastic
structures which have been
identified across the Burren – which
would suggest quite a large
population of early churchgoers…

 

 body text



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 
The Burren grew with its inhabitants over the Middle Ages, which can be seen
not only in the development of the newer tower style structures, but also in the
modifications to the current edifices, with additions of chapels, altars and
memorials shaping the history of these ancient buildings. 
 
Occupancy of the area continued through modern times, developing a rich
culture of music and folklore - undoubtedly inspired by the truly unique
surroundings. This heritage lives on today and is regularly celebrated in an array
of vibrant music festivals across Co. Clare. 
 
 
Today all the history and stories of the Burren, some of which we will never
truly uncover, are protected by the area’s status as a UNESCO Geopark. Most of
the people that live there do so in villages that border this sparse yet wildly
beautiful stretch of land, leaving the vast majority untouched by more modern
influences. So when you visit there yourself, stop – take a deep breath – and
lose yourself in the immense timeline that shaped this magical piece of Ireland.
The landscape has formed with the turns of the earth itself, with each of its
settlers leaving their own mark on its façade, all of which come together to
present a truly unique experience
 
 
 
 
 



What's Inside This Month's Box? 

For our June (Meitheamh) box we were inspired by The Burren.  It is such a
beautiful, unusual, & awe inspiring part of our little island that one would have to
be as hard as the limestone that covers it not to be inspired! To experience The
Burren at any time of the year, but especially the summer, is a glorious treat for the
senses. It is this experience that we have tried to box for you this month, just a little
sample of a favourite place. Ó Éirinn le grá  

The Burren Bag  An Irish at Heart original, this gorgeous bag was inspired by the
great contrasting beauty of this magical land - the fascinating karst landscape &
the deep blue Spring Gentian. Designed & hand drawn in Ireland for Irish at Heart,
we think it makes a fabulous clutch, dressed down with jeans or dressed up with a
flowy dress. Also perfect for a mini iPad, cosmetics, etc. - it is as versatile as it is
pretty! 

A Burren Print “The rainbows doubling over Mulloch Mór” - this lovely art print of
enchanting Mullaghmore in The Burren is pure joy to look at. Inspired by The
Burren in early summer, Sorrell Reilly, a County Clare artist & printmaker,
captures the beauty of her favourite place. Lucky for us she loves to share her
gorgeous creations. 
 
Seaweed Face & Body Oil  This fabulous beauty oil, from Wild Irish Seaweeds in 
County Clare, will leave you glowing both inside & out. A deeply nourishing &
detoxifying oil, it has been infused with hand harvested kelp from the pristine
waters of The Atlantic Ocean off the West Coast of County Clare. We are just wild
about this Wild Irish face & body oil!
 
Sea Salad  The Burren is well known for its culinary delights - it is a forager’s
dream! From Wild Irish Seaweeds, these sea salad sprinkles are ideal for perking up
soups and stews, or even mixing into savoury breads (think seaweed white soda
bread!). Nutritious & delicious! This family owned business has been hand
harvesting the highest quality seaweed for four generations. 
 



What's Inside This Month's Box? 

 
Burren Flowers Bookmark  The Burren boasts more than 600 flowering plants.
Unusually, many shouldn’t grow in the Irish climate, but they flourish in The
Burren. It must be magical! “The Sun & Her Flowers” bookmark from Sorrell Reilly
is based on an original artwork, and is a simple yet sweet reminder of The Burren’s
host of wildflowers.
 
Burren Summer Cocktail  A Burren signature cocktail mix from Burren Balsamics
in County Armagh. We asked Susie & Bob to create a perfect tipple (apparently Bob
is a bit of a dab hand at mixology!) for our subscribers - one which uses the bounty
of summer. Hand picked Irish strawberries, dried to perfection, & mixed with their
signature balsamic sugar. Just add champagne, Prosecco, or fizzy water. Use a little
of the mix to create a yummy sugar rim & add a sprig of mint as a final flourish.
 

A total RRP of $78


